What people are saying about our
Dandi-Blocks:
• Didn’t think I would like them, but now it is
the only block I will use
• Makes my competitor look like they are in
the stone age
• I save enough using Dandi-Block because
it doesn’t put dents in my truck and tailgate
• I use Dandi-Block as a selling tool to get
new customers, works every time
• My tanks are my most important asset so
I put them on Dandi-Blocks
• My employees like setting tanks with the
light weight Dandi-Block
• The tank set looks so nice when I leave
compared to concrete blocks
• Don’t care what they cost; I’m going to
buy them one time in my lifetime
• It’s about time someone came up with
something lighter & easy to handle
• The tank set looks so pleasing to the eye
compared to those using a tank and concrete block
• I think I lost every finger nail on my hands
at least 3 times because of concrete blocks
• I can set tanks for another 10 years with
the light weight of Dandi-Block

Protect your most important asset in the field!
Another great reason to use our Dandi-Block! It is made of polyethylene and it doesn’t conduct electrical current that goes through
the ground like concrete does. Stray current that goes through the ground will enter the tank through concrete blocks and is a
large contributor to corroding the tank and any of the piping that is connected to the tank. This ultimately extends the life span of
the tank and less money out of your pocket in maintenance.
MODEL 22626 will accommodate 20 lb. up to 420 lb. vertical tanks. It’s light weight and will not break if dropped. Use over and
over again. Doesn’t hold moisture, helps prevent rusting on the foot ring of the tank.
MODEL 31717 is designed for the 100# vertical cylinders. Its unique design will allow you to place the block/cylinder closer to
buildings & multiple cylinders
MODEL 71130 is designed for horizontal ASME tanks up to 1,000 gwc. It measures 7 inches high with a base measurement of 11
inches by 30 inches. Model 71130 requires only one block for each end of the tank. This block will lift the tank far enough off the
ground to allow for tank painting, mowing, trimming, and other maintenance as needed.
MODEL 51026 is designed for horizontal ASME tanks up to 500 gwc. It measures 5 inches high with a base of 10 inches by 26.5
inches. Model 51026 requires only one block for each end of the tank. this block will lift the tank far enough off the ground to allow
for tank painting, mowing and other maintenance as needed. - Green in color

We’re looking to buy all sizes of LP tanks!
120 gallon ASME tank to 90,000 gallon storage tanks.
Purchase commission is available, call for details.
WB Sales, Inc.
PO Box 95 Portage WI, 53901
Phone: (608) 742-0533
Toll Free: (877) 515-1212 Fax: (608) 745-0091
E-mail: bkleespie@wbsales.net
Website: www.wbsales.net

